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TO HELL AND BACK by Gregory Maldonado - Caught off guard, our flawed but
honor-bound hero fears the worst as he fights to redeem his biggest mistake.

NINJA VS VIKING by Othman Abdus-Sabur - In a time where kings die and Gods
live on, the Ninja Clans of NOD prepare to defend their home world from an invading
Viking force, galvanized by Lord Varz, the Mighty. Art & Story By TheFlyingWolf and my
heart, April L. Michael. In memory of my dear friend Hamza Janal Sealy R.I.P. Lettering
by Chase Bluestone
LAST FIRST THOUGHTS by Avri Rozen-Zvi - A man wonders how a stranger in a
bar knows so much about him. The answer has him reexamining key moments in his
life and questioning the nature of his reality. Art by Ramon Gil
KILL HITLER by Daniel Statler - The Time Code Authority was created to prevent
all kinds of time travel abuse; but most of their time is spent chasing tech bros with
hero complexes who keep trying to do the same thing. Art by Ozzy Longoria.

JOB VS DREAM by Sohei Fujita - Zap is a junior college student who is struggling
to find a job. Zap has a dream job; but after meeting a guy at his graduation party who
dropped out of school to follow his dream, Zap decides to get a stable job for
life...but... Art by Richard Chin
SCARECROW FARMS by Josh Smith - When a scarecrow can’t scare there's
more than just the farm at stake. Lettering by Nils Cordes
DIALYSIS by Bernard Sonnie - A dialysis patient receives an unexpected anatomical
upgrade during treatment. Art by E.J. Su, lettering by Micah Meyers.

GIVER by Glen Isip - A young professional must confront her past anxieties when an
eight-foot tall centipede comes knocking on her door.

THE LAST TWO by Melvin Moore - One man, one woman and lots of androids.
LASER EYES by Gregory Paul Silber - In a world without superheroes, an ordinary
man is suddenly granted extraordinary powers. He’s not interested in changing the
way he lives his life...so what can change him? Art by Richard Chin

MACROMAN by Jesse Pindus - Macroman (a meta-aware analog of Superman)
wakes up one day unaware of what happened in his last issue, and must defeat
Menace Monster. Art by Ramon Gil
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To Hell & Back! by Gregory Maldonado
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NINJA VS VIKING by Othman Abdus-Sabur
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LAST FIRST THOUGHTS by Avri Rozen-Zvi

Wait, where…
Where is the bartender?
Or anybody?

What
is this?

You
tell me.

I'm
dreaming.
you hardly if
ever actually
recognize you're
dreaming?

This
is a
dream.
Have you ever
noticed how
in a dream no
matter how
absurd things
get,

I’m also pretty
new at this.

Sorry...

That
seems like
a very rhetorical
question.

Passiveaggressively
so.

New
at what?

Breakdowns by Eduardo de Castro | Final art by Ramon Gil
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KILL HITLER
Written by Daniel Statler
Art by Ozzy Longoria

Berlin, 1924

UGHN!
PANT
PANT

OW.

HEH.

OOPS...

I
FUCKiNG
DID
IT!
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JOB VS DREAM
Zap is a college student but
had no motivation to have
an aim or goal in life.

Story by Sohei Fujita
Art by Richard Chin

He went to the dorm
to chill out with his
friends who were also
celebrating graduation.

Yo bro,
how are you
doing?

At his college there was a huge
diversity of different people.

Good!

I’m going to
work at fin-tech,
so I can wait to
have success!
He got
accepted at a
financial company in
an effort to become
rich.

Now is the
time of IT!

You guys
should study that
in college, so you’ll
be fine.
24

SCARECROW FARMS by Josh Smith • Lettering by Nils Cordes
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by Bernard Sonnie • Art by E.J. Su
Lettering by Micah Meyers.

DIALYSIS

36

GIVER by Glen Isip
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THE LAST TWO by Melvin Moore
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by Gregory Paul Silber
Illustrated by by Richard Chin
LASER EYES Written
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MACROMAN
Our story begins one
morning in the home
of our hero Bruce
Clarkman, aka The
Marvelous Macroman!

Story by Jesse Pindus
Art by Ramon Gil
And here he is!
The Marvelous
Macroman! Righter
of wrongs! Doer
of daring deeds!
The pinnacle of
perfection!
Ugh! What
happened last
night?

B
Z

ZZ
ZZ Z
B Z

Do you know
how long I’ve
been calling?!

‘sup, babe?

Z

Oh well, look who
finally learned how
to pick up a phone!

TEN months, you
Macro-Moron! You’ve
been out for TEN

(Yaaawn)
I dunno, I just
got up.

months!

Oh so you’re
Mr. Rip Van
Winkle now!?

What are
you talking
about?
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The Creators
Othman Abdus-Sabur also known as 88KZ is an artist from Brooklyn, NY, who goes by
the name of TheFlyingWolf. His art has been classified as a fusion between hip-hop
culture and ancient wisdom. The remarkable spokesmen for “staying true to your style,”
remains the undisputed champion of his own creative genius. His legacy and cultivated
accolades are carefully curated online, at www.eighty8keys.com
Chase Bluestone is an aspiring comic book creator and a student at SUNY | Fashion
Institute of Technology. He recently drew the program cover for Diversity Comic Con
and works as an intern for Story Ark.
Richard Chin is from a tiny country called Brunei Darussalam on the island of Borneo.
Previously, he was a concept artist and an art teacher. Now he stays home to take care
of his three-year-old daughter, Megan, and travels to comic-related conventions in the
Philippines. He hopes that illustrating comics or books may be something he can do
more of in the near future. Check out his art and stickers on Instagram @richard.chin
Sohei Fujita is a newcomer story creator from Japan who attended college on Long
Island and graduated in 2018. His piece is based on true a story.
Ramon Gil got his first professional cartoon published when he was only ten years old
and he’s still waiting to get paid. Despite this, he has gone on to write and create
Scifies, The Men from DARPA, The Hard Code and Senturies and has contributed to
over a dozen anthologies. His work has also been featured in Bleeding Cool, The
Nerdist, Comicsverse, The Comics Beat and by The Society of Illustrators, Atlas
Unleashed, Source Point Press, Dynamite Entertainment and more.
Glen Isip is a graphic designer. After many years in an on-off relationship with comics
and book production, he is starting to commit with “Giver." He hopes to complete his
next stories in 2019. More of his work can be found at his website
hundredconnector.com.
Ozzy Longoria is a Denver-based comic book artist. A former student of Oscar
Gonzalez Loyo winner of an Eisner award, he has contributed to comic books and
anthologies by countless independent comic book companies. He has worked for
Ronin Studios, Hamtramck Idea Men, Bluewater Comics, Cryptozoic Entertainment,
Viper Comics, and Topps. Longoria himself is owner of Gemini Comics, through which
he works on his own projects, ‘Nathaniel Demon,’ ‘Monsters and Gods Anthology’ and
‘Project: Noah's Ark.’ He also makes the comic 'Doomsday TV' about a stoner who
travels through the apocalypse. He lives with his wife and three pets.
Gregory Maldanado was born a pudgy little butterball in Bronx, New York, where he
inherited the love for comic books from his father who bought him his very first comic,
X-men #1, when he was only six years old. The beginning of his love and passion for
art, also passed down from his father, is something that precedes his memory. Gregory
has studied at the School of Visual Arts, Art Students League and the Kubert school to
hone his art skills and better his abilities. He is now back to being a butterball but vows
not only to lose weight, but to continue striving in his pursuit of making great comics.
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Melvin Irvin Moore Sr. is an artist and writer. He did some art work on a webcomic
called Hero Alliance, which can be found at duckwebcomics.com. Right now he is
working on two comic books. The first is a children’s story (but anyone can read it as
we are all kids at heart). The second is a superhero adventure he has been wanting to
do forever. Check out him out at deviantart.com/melsr007
Jesse Pindus is a published writer with a passion for comics, having had stories
published in volumes 2 and 3 of CAG Presents, written strips in Pronto Comics’
Phrases to Pages and co-author of Misphits: Our Bullshit Society.
Gregory Paul Silber is a Brooklyn-based writer and editor with a day job in content
marketing. By night, he focuses on comics. With bylines in outlets like PanelxPanel,
Shelfdust, AiPT! and CBR, he's written everything from critical essays about Animal
Man to interviews with creators like Dave Gibbons and Scott Snyder. He is the editor of
the Scifies 2018 Anthology produced by Ramon Gil. This is his first published comic as
a writer. He plans on writing many more in the future.
Joshua Smith is a software engineer from Virginia currently residing in Queens.
Seeking a creative outlet, he jumped at the opportunity to write and illustrate a comic.
Bernard Sonnie is a writer, comic creator and connoisseur of the spoken word based
out of NYC. He is a student of the craft with aspirations of launching his own
publishing imprint. A dedication to bringing ethnic characters and content to the
mainstream is evident in his first self-published piece from the anthology Create,
Destroy, Repeat.
Daniel Stalter is a storyteller and a comic book writer based in Brooklyn, NY. He
launched his first series Dream Crasher in 2015 with artist and frequent collaborator
Reed Olsen. They have since published four of the 12 planned chapters, and ran two
successful Kickstarter campaigns. The first collected edition of the series was released
in early 2018. He also contributes to the Geeks OUT blog and is an organizing member
of the Brooklyn Speculative Fiction Writers.
Harvey Tolibao is a former furniture designer, cartoonist, graphic artist, illustrator, web
designer, tattoo artist and messenger based in the Philippines. Since then, he has
illustrated for Marvel, DC, Zenoscope, Valiant and Dark Horse Comics. He is also the
co-founder of HMT Studios which works for various Japanese Gaming Companies.
Torin Villajuan-Gil is a junior at Fiorello H. Laguardia High School of Music & Art and
Performing Arts in New York City.
Avri Rosen-Zvi is a writer and journalist. Following his life-long love for (and obsession
with) comics, he now writes short graphic stories and is working on a graphic novel.
Avri has written about culture and the arts for Time Out Tel-Aviv and other publications,
and was the editor of a daily TV show about these topics. He is an avid designer toy
collector, enamel pin producer, and has designed figures shown in cons around the
world. You can learn more about him at www.rosenzvi.com.
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About Us

Create Destroy Repeat, a Comic Anthology of Rebirth and Redemption is the result
of the Comic Book Anthology Workshop from the New York Comic Book and
Graphic Novel Creators Meetup Group co-sponsored by Pronto Comics. Over
several months, we met and studied the art of comic book creation and, together,
produced and raised funds for the very book you hold in your hands.
We would like to thank the following people who came out to speak to us and shared
their knowledge of comic book creation: Neal Adams (Continuity), Chris Allo (Magnus
Art), Heather Antos (Marvel, Valiant), Robyn Chapman (First Second), Ivan Cohen
(DC, Valiant), Andrea Colvin (LionForge), Martha Donato (Wizard), Kristen Gudsnuk
(Dark Horse), Jena Kane (Archie), Anthony Marquez (Dynamite), Thomas Pitilli
(Archie), Jon Roscetti (Nickelodeon), Fabrice Sapolsky (Humanoids), Christopher
Sotomayor (Image, Marvel), Dominic Sparano (Pronto), Nik Virella (Marvel), Jerome
Walford (Forward Comix) and Lisa Y. Wu (Aftershock). To join, please go to
www.comicbookworkshop.com
This book was produced for printing by Story Ark Media, a packager of comic book,
webcomics and graphic novels. Please visit www.storyark.com for more informaton.

Kickstarter Backers
Marcy Arlin, Kabir Banerjee, Chris Banser, Kay Black, Charlie, Haide Chien, The
Creative Fund, Matthew Ehrmann, Cecilia Ferrer, Fletcher, Jahdid Gomez, Paul D.
Jarman, Benjamin John, Kecia, Kristin, Nathaniel Lee, Ben Leslie, Anna Leue, Robert
Livingston, Amarilis Maldonado, Mike Maldondao, Marco, April L. Mitchell, Olivia
Montoya, Jonah Newman, Kiara Pichardo, Justin Pitts, Pola, Erica Ramos, Riri, Avri
Rosen-Zvi, Eric Sieck, Natasha Spearman-Isip, Lulan Sonnie, Scott Steinhardt, Ostus
Stephen, Dierre Taylor, Caleb Thusat, Franklin Vega, Xiomara A. Vega, Crystal Vega,
Marco Della Verde, Hanyang Xu and other donors who wish to remain anonymous.
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